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Much recent Bond criticism has been concerned with the difficult question of how the playwright’s stated purpose of developing a “rational” theater is realized in a body of work that seems more nearly mythic than realistic. Even a superficial review of article titles confirms the centrality of this interest in reconciling the political and the poetic aspects of Bond’s work. Again and again, the critics return to a set of ideas and themes that are, as Jenny S. Spencer notes, quite direct and uncomplicated. Their concern is not unwarranted. Bond’s theater is political, and his focus of investigation is nothing less than the survival of all the human, humane qualities of the political animal, the dweller in a contemporary polis. Yet the discussion of these relatively simple (in abstract formulation) ideas is rarely simple and seldom uncomplicated. Spencer herself characterizes Bond’s work as an attempt “to present representations of reality (mediated by theatrical convention in the same way ideology mediates perception) which are both recognizable as our own world, and yet untenable (in need of change).” The convolutions of syntax in Spencer’s discussion represent difficult convolutions of thought, from the doubly metaphorical “present representations”—of reality, of convention, of ideology as filtered by perception—to the paradox of an impossibility which is immediately recognizable, her parenthetical style reflecting the difficulty of writing about rational drama in an irrational world. To use a currently fashionable term, Bond’s poetic dramas “deconstruct” dominant myths of perceptions, of conventions, and of ideologies in the controlled application of a few carefully chosen images.

Ruby Cohn is quite correct in her characterization of Bond’s theater as “fabulous;” indeed, Bond’s work develops a reasoning man’s fable of our times. Where the traditional fables of Aesop use animals to demonstrate human foibles, Bond’s modern fables utilize a similar, if more subtle, version of this technique by surrounding characters with images of dehumanization or metaphors connecting them to animals.
Michel Foucault’s discussion of “the Other that is not only a brother but a twin, born, not of man, nor in man, but beside him and at the same time, in an identical newness, in an unavoidable duality” is singularly apt in application to Bond’s dramas, which are deeply involved in the examination of the self and its dehumanized other, the alienated, estranged self, an Other which is outside him (an antagonistic member of the “irrational” society), within him (a Dostoevskian dramatic projection), and beside him (a detached yet identical entity). As with Foucault, for Bond unseen power relationships determine the specific configuration of this Other (friend, enemy, alternative self) at any given moment in a complex interplay of fluid, ambiguous social forces. Bond’s preface to Lear returns almost compulsively to this issue in his contrast of the innocent aggressiveness of the free animal to the unnatural violence of the caged one and the comparison of both free and caged animals to the panicked aggressivity of the human race. Animal imagery has, in Bond, no simple identification, no simple purpose. The pure, unsocialized animal that is the double and secret self of man is thrust outside him, is perverted into beastliness, and at its limit point the “animality [that] has escaped domestication by human symbols and values . . . reveals the dark rage, the sterile madness that lie in men’s hearts.” In his dehumanized characters, then, Bond gives voice to a painful silence and provides a fabulous, or fantastic, presence to elements which are recognized and repressed in “civilized” society:

The polis is polished
civilization is polite
is policed.

In Bond’s society, the polished veneer of polite society is in unremitting tension with the raging beast, a tension which is intensified by images and metaphors that call up man’s relationship to the repressed animal in both its positive and negative associations. To discuss this dehumanization in Bond’s work as a whole is a project far beyond the scope of this study. Instead, I have chosen three representative early plays: Lear, which examines mythic and literary Britain; Saved, which offers Bond’s metaphor of present urban society; and Early Morning, which simultaneously recreates the recent past and projects the future such a tradition may entail.

One of Bond’s typical ploys has been to contrast the humane and the dehumanized aspects of a single personality as split into two opposing and juxtaposed dramatic characters. These characters represent real antitheses, but the difference is also, at the same time, illusory in the way a Dostoevskian double is both a real physical presence and a psychological projection. In Lear, the building tension and the creation of the double takes place within the play as part of its action. Before his defeat
by his daughters, Lear believed himself and his country secure. The wall
he was building would insure the continuance of polite society, of civiliza-
tion, of a polished and perfect state that would be peaceful even if
governed by fools (3). With his defeat however, the dream begins to dis-
integrate and the king’s character splits into its human and its de-
humanized halves. The king withdraws from polite society into a nostal-
gic green world of peace and tranquility as a pig-keeper with the
Gravedigger’s Boy and his wife. The assassination of the Boy and his
transformation into the Ghost that accompanies Lear in his later peregrina-
tions signals the creation of a dehumanized double, a double that is,
moreover, neither ontologically stable nor complete. Katharine Worth
has pointed out the fairy-tale quality of the Ghost which neatly balances
the traditional uncanniness of a ghostly presence with the comforting
reassurances of a familiar fable.9 The figure of a ghost, who exists in a
shadow world between life and death, is the perfect image for a double
which operates on the border between reality and hallucination, partak-
ing of both and neither. Partly an imaginative construct of Lear’s nostal-
gic desire for a Golden Age and partly an independent being, the Ghost
reflects Lear’s own lack of a critical evaluation of reality. As Dostoev-
sky’s Schedrovdarov notes in a passage that seems equally applicable to
Bond’s king, “before you do anything you have to make yourselves
something, to assume you own shape, to become yourselves....But
you are abstractions, you are shadows, you are nothing. And nothing
can come from nothing. You are foreign ideas. You are a mirage. You do
not stand on soil but on air. The light shines right under you....”10

The Ghost, a dehumanized extraction of Lear’s psychological imma-
turity, is only the first, though by far the most notable, of a series of
“Others” evolved by the play. In Bond’s world, even the Ghost is torn
apart by new categories of opposition. Sometimes almost sinister, some-
times pathetic, the Ghost decays in death as Lear gains in wisdom and
maturity in his dealings with the world. Scharine observes that “the
Boy’s moral maturity travels a path parallel to Lear’s but in the opposite
direction. By the time Lear reaches a state of only desiring to live
humanely, the position of the Boy when we first met him, the Ghost of
the Boy wishes only to be hidden and protected.”11 As Lear achieves
insight and understanding, he returns to the world to die a politically
significant death. His double, the Ghost, evolves in the opposite direc-
tion until, gored by his own pigs, he dies, ignominiously, a second time.
Ultimately, the Ghost represents a regressive force that is both unfeas-
able and immoral in a political age, and he is quite rightly rejected even
by pigs. Lear learns that human beings, who may be pig-like in many re-
spects, are not malicious by nature, and that only through political
action can his sufferings and those of his people be alleviated.

The phantasmagorical nature of the Ghost is critical to Bond’s vision,
since the Ghost stands for the uncanny reality/fantasy of the social pres-
sures that give it existence. Each human being undergoes a similar dehumanizing experience under the pressures of socialization, an experience which is all the more terrifying because of its effective invisibility. The Ghost, then, not only dramatically represents a self divided, but also demonstrates an innate propensity of culture to fracture the psyche into impotent partial identities reflected in successive social masks. The Ghost of the Gravedigger’s Boy, crying in fear and gored by his pigs, is one such pitiful mask, an invisible shield for the naked ego. However, as Bond notes, “the whole of civilisation is in a sense a self-mask, a self-justification,” and Early Morning’s Arthur, who carries with him his own uncanny double in the form of his brother’s disintegrating skeleton, reveals the unhappiness of the double’s lot: “Who came first, the man or his shadow? The shadow, of course. I undressed a shadow once: it was white underneath and cried: it was cold” (60). Arthur’s vision is deadly, for eventually the illusory comes to precede the real, the mask is perceived to be prior to the face, and, indeed, the mask is no less real in this social world than the hypothetical naked face behind it. Ironically, man thus becomes socialized by the death of all human characteristics, by his transformation into a social function, a cipher, or a shadow. “Bodies are supposed to die and souls go on living,” says Arthur in a later passage: “That’s not true. Souls die first and bodies live. They wander round like ghosts, they bump into each other, tread on each other, haunt each other” (101). Life in an irrational society approximates the ghostly afterlife of Bond’s cannibalistic shades.

These soul-killing propensities are what make the system so devastating and so dehumanizing. The trial of Len by the lynching mob is terrifying precisely because within the dream structure of the play it retains the lineaments of realistic presentation; a trial of dehumanized puppets, of shivering shadows covered by rigid social masks. Gladstone restrains the crowd by a reference to “the book”: “Yer ‘ave t’ ‘ave yer trial t’ make it legal. Yer don’t wan’ a act like common criminals. Trial first death after…” (43). Irrational man rules by the book, by the trappings of official authority divested of substance.

More frightening and more comic is Arthur’s heavenly trial, where, with complete blindness to human issues, the accusers set criminal acts alongside floutings of convention as anti-social behavior of equal indefensibility. On the one hand, they accuse Arthur of serious crimes: “He rapes little girls,” “He gives babies syphilis,” and “He kills.” But to these grave criminal acts are juxtaposed such apparently trivial accusations as “He wastes electricity,” “He’s a nose-picker,” and “He eats dirt” (45-48). Bond’s dream society carries to its logical conclusion the relative unconcern of human beings with physical violence and their overriding preoccupation with points of etiquette.

Len, the dehumanized working man kicked to death by his peers in Early Morning, appears in Saved split into his passive (Len) and active
(Fred) poles. Whereas in *Early Morning* Len precipitates the first case of cannibalism by his murder of the man who broke into the queue, in *Saved* it is Fred who commits murder while Len jealously looks on from his hidden vantage point. Pam, who sleeps with both men, significantly recalls at the end of the play the earlier joke of the woman with quads (98); the submerged reference to doubles ("That'll teach 'er t'sleep with siamese twins," [p. 17]) delicately suggests a warning ignored.

As in *Early Morning*, the characters in *Saved* are almost completely dehumanized by their environment, and their possibilities for independent action are strictly limited by their implicit acceptance of what seems to them the inalterable conditions of their existence. However, where *Early Morning* emphasizes the role of social and political tradition, *Saved* stresses the function of technology and the deification of the object over the people who produce it, what Octavio Paz calls the triumph of the sign over the signified and the thing over the image.\(^\text{13}\) A mechanical universe is substituted for a human reality in a circular process in which technology requires the negation of human values, and the disappearance of these values (Paz's "images") is a necessary precondition for the development of a technological society.

For the workers in *Saved*, their jobs are a disagreeable, inevitable part of their lives, and they would prefer to forget about their work as soon as they leave the shop:

Fred: 'Lo Len, 'Ow's life:
Len: Usual. 'Ow's the job?
Fred: Don't talk about it. (33)

Later in the play, Len asks Harry a similar question: "'Ow d'yer get on at work?" and Harry replies briefly, "It's a job" (61). The reader knows very little about the specific nature of the work engaged in by these men, but the presence of the assembly line is an important underlying motif in the play. In his preface to *Lear*, Bond explains: "It does not matter how much a man doing routine work in, say, a factory or office is paid: he will still be deprived. . . . Because he is behaving in a way for which he is not designed, he is alienated from his natural self, and this will have physical and emotional consequences for him" (vi). The alienated worker evokes, in effect, the masked shadows described by Arthur.

As significance is drained from their work, and the workers are alienated from the products of their labor, a parallel drain of signification occurs in other levels of their lives. Moral institutions are as corrupt as the factory, and thus in *Saved* the church is merely the "best place for 'n easy pick up" (48). By its complicity with the social order, the church becomes as impersonal as the assembly line, and inside its walls men no longer search for the meaning of life but conduct calculated, impersonal hunts for sexual gratification.
This spiritual cannibalism is made literal in the dream world of *Early Morning* for a shocking effect. Psychic, cultural, and moral hungers are intensified under the irritation and pressure of the queue, and the suppressed aggression of the socialized beast combines with these other pressures to find explosive release in Len and Joyce’s murder and cannibalization of an anonymous bystander. The act of killing and eating a fellow human being parallels the more extensive rationalized murder practiced in the play’s political arena. Bond makes us see that in following their instincts, Len and Joyce are acting in a manner perfectly consonant with their upbringing and that their act is no more indefensible than the equally macabre, though socially rationalized, murders committed by the ruling powers. Perhaps the most amusing aspect of this macabre scene is that although the frustrated couple murders and consumes a fellow being, they maintain to the end a perverse sense of propriety which reflects once again the absurd concern of civilized beings with etiquette; they “ kep’ ‘is knickers on” since they “ don’t ‘old with this rudery yer get” (23). The pornography of violence is accompanied by incongruous Victorian conventions of outward social morality. As in the post-industrial world of *Saved*, psychological unrest at the excessive rationalization of life is not turned against cultural and religious institutions, and resistance no longer takes place between labor and capital. Instead, the dehumanized object-man vents his aggression on other similarly afflicted beings.

While the nature of aggression and its amplification by the restrictions of an industrialized society are clear, the reader still echoes Arthur’s question, “Why did you kill him?” (26). The apparent lack of motive is confusing, as is the sudden focusing of generalized aggressivity on this specific object. Yet while the choice of a specific object may be puzzling, for Bond the general impulse is clear. Len and Joyce’s cannibalism, Fred’s murder of the baby, Lear’s execution, and even the Ghost’s goring by his pigs respond to a common instinct; the roots of such unreasoning violence can be located in the social system that provokes it. On the one hand, the assembly-line mode of production dehumanizes man by convincing him that he is a machine and that his exertions are in no way unique. He is completely interchangeable with any other worker. At the same time, paradoxically, the loss of a sense of the sacredness of individual life derives from the Christian impulse itself. If industrialization has taught man that he has no soul, it is Christianity that teaches him to despise the body, since the body is, after all, destined for corruption. Aggression builds against the institutions which continue to aggravate man but are invulnerable to his violence. In such cases, the random murder of a scapegoat causes but little surprise: “When unappeased, violence seeks and always finds a surrogate victim. The creature that excited its fury is replaced by another, chosen only because it is vulnerable and close at hand.”14 In Bond’s plays, murder is
frequently, pointedly, an act of violence done to a mere body, a soul-less post-industrial entity.

The corporeal masked shadow has, in Bond’s image system, its own metaphorical double, and the frightened, cowed Ghost is paired with images of healthy animals, which, when prodded, become the cornered beasts lashing out in sterile, uncomprehending rage. The animal, then, is a more ambitious, more ambiguous metaphor than the masked shadow: beautiful in its innocence; when warped by societal pressures man-as-animal reveals the traits we associate with “beastliness.”

It is the beastliness which is most apparent in Saved where animal images consistently have an alienating effect. Harry is a “nosey ol’ gander” (18) who lives in a “sty” (21). Women are called “birds” (34), “pigs” (117), or, most frequently, “cows” (23, 43, 83). Barry recalls with great relish the murder of “yellow-niggers” who were dismembered with a “pig-sticker” (29). Len and Fred’s mutual courtship of Pam is discussed in a fishing boat, punctuated with graphic descriptions of how to properly bait a hook (48-49). The ultimate victim of the worker’s pent-up violence, Pam’s baby, is never given a human identity. His cries are confused with those of a cat stuck up a chimney (38), Pam distantly refers to him as “that” (58), and Barry sings a chilling version of a lullaby in which the baby’s brains are used for bait (63). Significantly, the child is seen as an animal that can’t be hurt because it is too young to have feelings (67); he “looks like a yeller-nigger,” says Colin (68), and as they begin to stone the child Mike mockingly suggests calling the R.S.P.C.A. (71).

The murder of Pam’s baby signals the crisis point as the enraged beastliness of the workers breaks forth in an act of violence, violence that is, as Eagleton notes, “natural because human beings are cultural.” Girard locates the roots of culture in an act of violence. He finds that “the primordial event must be... the murder of a random victim which must appear as the embodiment of the whole crisis, the sum total of all monstrous undifferentiation through a process of collective transfer made possible by the mimetic undifferentiation of the doubles.” Pam’s child, engendered by the Siamese twins Len and Fred (or Colin, or Mike, or Barry, or Pete—in the cycle of violence distinctions of biological paternity are irrelevant), comes to represent, in his lack of a clear identity, the monstrous interchangeability they support as factory workers. The child’s death eases the pressure, and the images of animality and violence decrease and become less intense in the rest of the play, but Pam’s unconscious recall of the story of the Siamese twins points towards another cycle of violence waiting to commence.

The recognition that the mob will be temporarily appeased by a scapegoat does not escape Early Morning’s Arthur. While the doctor expresses concern during the attack on Windsor castle, Arthur realizes that “they’ll be all right once they’ve lynched someone” (42). The public
hangings advocated by the Chamberlain and carried out by Victoria and Florence demonstrate a similar principle. The anger of the people is directed away from the government and focussed on relatively minor offenders. Hanging is, after all, no more than the socially approved mode of lynching, and the doctor’s response to Arthur’s insight is typical of the conventions he represents: “If they’re lynching they’ll need death certificates” (42). Even arbitrary, unmotivated violent actions can be co-opted into the social institutions, and conventions of behavior remain unshaken by the murder of a pharmakos.

Thus, the availability of victims does nothing to alleviate the aggression itself. Like the heavenly cannibals who must periodically appease their hunger by eating each other, so the execution of a scapegoat only temporarily appeases the hunger for freedom from society’s cage. As long as man does not realize that his real enemy is the social institution that fuels his aggressivity, the cycle of violence will continue. As Chizhevsky observes, “the main trait of the ethical world is its uniformity and monotony.”17 It is no fluke that the representatives of the social system are also representatives of an eternally recurrent order. Thus, Saved ends with a chilling reminder of the cycle of violence; at the end of Lear, Cordelia takes the old king’s place as a wall builder; and at the end of Early Morning Victoria works out her eternal roster of the order in which the inhabitants of Heaven will eat and be eaten by each other. Chizhevsky continues, “in the theory of ‘eternal recurrence’—at which (in one way or another) ethical rationalism must inevitably arrive—was concentrated the whole fierceness with which the meaning of the individual concrete being was rejected.”18

This eternal recurrence is most strikingly envisioned in Early Morning in Arthur’s nightmare of the mill which epitomizes the blindness and futility of society’s pursuit of its illusory goals. “D’you dream?” Arthur asks his Siamese twin George, now reduced to a skeleton:

D’you dream about the mill? There are men and women and children and cattle and birds and horses pushing a mill. They’re grinding other cattle and people and children: they push each other in. Some fall in. It grinds their bones, you see. The ones pushing the wheel, even the animals, look at the horizon. They stumble. Their feet get caught up in the rags and dressings that slip down from their wounds. They go round and round. At the end they go very fast. They shout. Half of them run in their sleep. Some are trampled on. They’re sure they’re reaching the horizon. (68)

The mill grinds and grinds, remorselessly grinding the people and animals, destroying their hopes, poisoning their dreams, negating the value of their very existences, blinding them to the approaching storm, forcing them to ignore everything but the tantalizing and inexplicably distant horizon.
The apocalyptic dust storm envisioned by Arthur is similarly foreseen by Lear, who recognizes, more clearly than *Early Morning*'s prince, that the freeing of the animal at the treadmill or the animal in the cage offers the only hope of forestalling the onrushing doom: “There’s an animal in a cage. I must let it out or the earth will be destroyed. There’ll be great fires and the water will dry up. All the people will be burned and the wind will blow their ashes into huge columns of dust and they’ll go round and round the earth forever! We must let it out!" (37). The caged animal is, of course, a figure for Lear himself as well as his people, and by fettering his instinctual self with artificial social and moral imperatives, Lear has goaded the animal into a violent backlash. Arthur’s dream reveals the unconscious brutality and indifference to suffering of the animal who is unaware of the bars of its cage. In *Lear*, the pressures of imprisonment turn the animal into a monster that consciously and aggressively seeks to mutilate and destroy others out of a frustrated hatred of its own life. *Lear* as a whole is exceptionally rich in animal images, as many critics have noted, and the animal is used in metaphor and parable as the primary representative of those natural impulses entrapped by social convention. Ruby Cohn makes this point most concisely:

As king, Bond’s Lear calls his people sheep and his enemies wolves. When mad, he sees himself as a dog and a mouse. The program for the Royal Court production pictures a monkey in a cage, but Lear’s plea is wider, reaching out to horse and bird, and crying: “Let that animal out of the cage!” Lear’s dead daughter is to him a blend of lion, lamb, and child. He compares the subservient farmer’s family unfavorably to wolf, fox, and horse, and he accuses men of behaving like jackels and wolves. Sane and admired as a saint, Lear narrates a fable of a man’s voice in a bird’s body. His last fantasy wish is to be as cunning as a fox. These diverse images accumulate into a powerful illustration of Shakespeare’s great line: “Unaccommodated man is no more but such a poor bare forked animal as thou art.”

This “poor bare forked animal,” especially as depicted in Lear’s metaphor of an animal in a cage, effectively describes the condition of the individual in society; however, the metaphor must be extended if it is to serve as a description of the relationship of men to each other. Clearly, each individual is divided in himself between the social mask he assumes and the remnants of instinctive life which feed his aggressivity. As each man lacks a unique center, so too does society. The conventions of social interaction are mere words covering a “moral bankruptcy” (*Saved*, 7) that becomes more and more complete since language is itself tainted by the irrational impulses of civilization. Eagleton, in his discussion of Bond’s prefaces, suggests that such alienation is inevitable: “the human animal is the animal whose nature it is to overreach itself; its
most distinctive mark—language—is precisely such a ceaseless distancing, transgression and transformation of the instinctual."21 Thus, social life also rotates around an absent center, and repressed aggressivity is channelled towards the exterior, socialized masks of other humans. The superficial mask of social conventions fools the animals into a belief that something is behind it; the terrible and ironic reality is that the mask, once engendered, propagates other masks that prohibit the discovery of the lack of substance behind them.

Foucault elegantly makes a similar point. In his "Preface to Transgression," he discusses the "denatured" language of modern sexuality which has been "cast into an empty zone where it achieves whatever meager form is bestowed upon it by the establishment of its limits."22 Just as Bond intuits the conflict between healthy animality and the masked shadow, so too Foucault distinguishes between healthy sexuality and its distancing through language. The denatured language of sexuality does nothing to reveal the secret of man’s being. Instead, "it is that which offers itself in the superficial discourse of a solid and natural animality while obscurely addressing itself to Absence..."23 For Foucault, the circularity of sex is ineluctably bound up in the linguistic interrogation: "the universe of language has absorbed our sexuality, denatured it, placed it in a void where it established its sovereignty and where it incessantly sets up as the Law the limits it transgresses."24 Bond would agree. Fred’s sexuality is a weapon for the victimization of female bodies; his penis and the stone he throws at the child are parallel mechanisms for revenge on society. His rupture of moral conventions (seducing women in church) and his defiance of Law (the murder of the child) are equivalent gestures demonstrating the intolerable limits on human behavior and the grotesque actions that result when speech fails to voice its outrage. The sexual and industrial modes of exploitation have a common result—the reduction of man from a complex being, a healthy animal, to an interchangeable sign. Pam’s house, like the factory, represents for Fred the repetition of the same, while in the churches and laundromats await the multiplicity of other bodies in which he searches for something to release himself from the eternal recurrence of the same frustrations. The irony of his erotic search and inevitable frustration is evident; even in his rebellion he cannot get off the treadmill and merely substitutes one assembly line for another. The language he hears is the repetition of the same words, the women’s bodies are blank repetitions of the same body, like masks reflected in an infinite series of mirrors.

Bond recognizes the primal necessity of destroying the cage so the human animal can once again "lie in the fields, and run by the river, and groom itself in the sun, and sleep in its hole from night to morning" (Lear, 40), but he understands that this re-identification of man and his environment cannot occur in the context of a return to a Golden Age.
Lear’s withdrawal and Arthur’s apotheosis essentially do nothing to change the structure of society—in their absence, the Cordelias and Victorias of the world continue their repressive reigns. The cure, like the disease, must take place on the three levels originally infected: the personal, the social, and the linguistic.

In order to cure himself, man must recognize the nature and the source of the forces that motivate him. On the personal level, he must reunite the fragmented portions of the self and re-establish the equilibrium between his desires and the socialized tendencies that impel him towards repression. On the social and political levels, Bond envisions the creation of a democratic socialist society. He considers violence inefficient, and hopes to reach a more humane society “by rational means; that means writing plays, that means teaching, that means discussion, that means persuading, that means caring.”25 Finally, on the linguistic level, in Todorov’s words, “we must break down the automatism which makes us take the word for the thing, makes us consider one as the natural product of the other.”26 Bond’s plays point to the necessity, as well as the extreme difficulty, of making this revolutionary gesture, but only in this way can the dust storm be averted; only through such gestures can the animal at last enjoy the sun uncaged.
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